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For more than two decades, extracellular vesicles (EVs) have increasingly stimulated
the interest of cardiovascular scientists as biological effectors and biomarkers of
disease progression. Circulating levels of human procoagulant, endothelial or
platelet-derived vesicles increase within hours after the onset of myocardial ischemia
and monitoring their levels improves predictions of major adverse cardiovascular
events (1–3). Ischemia-reperfusion injury in mice also rapidly augments both
circulating EV numbers and their content in cardiac and muscle microRNAs (4,5).
However, all efforts to identify specific cardiac EV protein markers in the plasma of
patients with heart disease have remained in vain, despite evidence for the presence
of EVs in infarcted heart tissue itself (6,7).
In this issue of European Heart Journal, Anselmo and his colleagues (8) reveal that
the human myocardium continuously releases EVs in the circulating blood and that
several cardiac diseases, involving a degree of tissular ischemia, further amplify the
phenomenon. For this, they designed an elegant flow cytometry approach to identify
the presence of SIRP (CD172), a surface marker of cardiomyocyte differentiated
from human pluripotent stem cells (iPSC)(9), while excluding from the analysis
plasma EVs from other cellular origin that might also express this marker. The
cardiomyocyte origin of isolated CD172+EVs was further confirmed by the presence
of Troponin-T and their specific enrichment in cardiac microRNA. A gradient in
CD172+EVs between the coronary sinus and the systemic circulation also supported
this conclusion.
Anselmo et al. report that plasma CD172+EV levels increase in a large group of
patients with aortic stenosis, but also in other patients with cardiovascular diseases,
and that surgical aortic valve replacement significantly reduced the elevated
CD172+EVs. Cellular hypoxia, a common condition involved in cardiac stress, may
trigger cardiomyocyte EV release in patients, as it does from iPSC-derived
cardiomyocyte in culture (Figure 1). However, we cannot exclude the possibility that
impaired clearance, for example by the spleen or the liver (10), could result in high
plasma levels of these vesicles in patients.

The lower levels of CD172+EVs found in some patients with aortic stenosis remain
unexplained. These low concentrations could reflect an impaired vesiculation
capacity, suggesting a decreased adaptative process related to the loss of
cardiomyocytes that is observed in advanced cardiac diseases. Alternatively, they
could result from an increased clearance or from the molecular interaction of
CD172 with its CD47 receptor on circulating cells (11)(Figure 1).
Unexpectedly, Anselmo et al. observed that patients with the highest circulating
levels of CD172+EVs at inclusion had a more favorable prognosis after transcatheter aortic valve replacement; in this regard, this finding contrasts with the
prognostic values of Troponin T and N-terminal prohormone of brain natriuretic
peptide. However, the multiple Cox analysis demonstrated that increased cardiac
CD172+EV levels were independently associated with greater survival after one year.
These results certainly open new avenues for the development of prognostic
biomarker application in patients with cardiac diseases, but the complex and timeconsuming flow cytometry approach developed by Anselmo et al. may not be
compatible with routine analysis in clinical labs, nor the study of very large cohorts of
patients. Further analytical progress will no doubt be required.
In order to better understand the paradoxical prognostic value of high levels of
CD172+EVs, the authors attempted to decipher the vesicles’ possible functional
effects on isolated adult murine cardiomyocytes (Figure 1). They demonstrated that
CD172+EVs from hypoxic iPSC-derived cardiomyocytes increased both intracellular
calcium levels and cell shortening in a concentration-dependent manner, whereas
EVs from normoxic cardiomyocytes, or EVs of other cellular origin, were without
effect. CD172+EVs isolated from the plasma of patients with aortic stenosis also
increased the contraction of isolated cardiomyocytes. As the sphingolipid signature of
circulating EVs is affected by myocardial ischemia (12), Anselmo et al identified
ceramide enrichment in circulating CD172+EVs isolated from patients with aortic
stenosis and demonstrated that both ceramides and CD172 were instrumental in
mediating their positive inotropic effect in vitro. Whether or not this effect contributes
to the better prognosis of patients remains unclear. Future studies evaluating the
prognostic value of EV expressing both CD172 and ceramide would be helpful.
The paper by Anselmo et al is an important step forward in the field of cardiovascular
extracellular vesicles and we are just beginning to elucidate the complex
mechanisms of EV contribution to cardiovascular disease development. Future
studies will be necessary to better understand how cardiac CD172+EVs are taken up
or endocytosed by cardiomyocytes (13). The mechanism by which ceramide causes
shortening of cardiomyocyte will also require additional investigations, in particular in
view of the potential deleterious effects of this sphingolipid in cardiac cells (14). There
is currently no evidence in Anselmo’s study that plasma EVs cross the capillary
barrier to increase the contractility of healthy cardiomyocytes; a direct paracrine
effect of EVs generated in cardiac muscle is also a tempting hypothesis (Figure 1).
Interestingly, cardiac EVs accumulate in myomectomy fragments of interventricular
septum in patients with aortic stenosis (7) and could contribute to the positive

inotropic effect, in addition to regulating the local inflammatory responses.
Cardiomyocytes may also release bioactive EVs that do not harbor CD172, as
rightfully acknowledged by Anselmo et al (8). Furthermore, circulating EVs have other
cardioprotective effects through the Heat shock protein/Toll like receptor-4 axis (5).
Whether or not circulating EVs, in particular those originating from cardiomyocytes,
actively take part in the crosstalk between organs remains unclear.
Future preclinical animal models allowing EV tracking in vivo are much needed to
track cardiac EVs and finally demonstrate how the diseased part of the myocardium
sends specific messages to the healthy part of the muscle in order to boost its
contractile function. Certainly, the study by Anselmo et al. highlights extracellular
vesicles released from the myocardium as previously unsuspected “spurs for a tired
horse” (8).
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